[Efficacy and safety of low-dose matrix-type transdermal fentanyl applied for opioid initiation].
Minimum-size matrix-type transdermal fentanyl(TDF)(Durotep®MTPatch 2.1mg), with a dose equivalent to half of a minimum-size conventional-type TDF(Durotep Patch 2.5mg), was newly produced. Now, the use of minimum-size matrix-type TDF at the early stage of opioid initiation has become possible. For several reasons, we sometimes encounter clinical cases where clinicians are inclined to use the minimum-size matrix-type TDF first without prior use of other opioids. In order to evaluate the efficacy and safety of minimum-size matrix-type TDF, we analyzed 49 patients, retrospectively for whom minimum-size matrix-type TDF was initiated. We used the Wong-Baker faces pain rating scale to assess the effect of matrix-type TDF. The rate of effective and ineffective cases were 55% and 37%, respectively, and 8% of cases could not be evaluated. The frequency of side effects such as nausea, somnolence, sense of fatigue and constipation was 20%, 16%, 4% and 2%, respectively. However, respiration depression was not documented at all. The score of the palliative prognostic index was significantly higher in ineffective cases compared with effective cases. Patients who were judged ineffective tended to have poor prognoses. One of the reasons matrix-type TDF was thought to be ineffective in such patients was that a rapid increase of the dose according to dynamic changes of symptoms was difficult. These findings suggest that we can use a matrix-type TDF as opioid initiation relatively safely, but in cases with poor prognoses, we should use it under appropriate and sufficient rescue setting only when other opioids cannot be prescribed.